
Process for Green Crew
1. Get your STCW 95 and ENG1 Medical. 

YourYour STCW 95 is a Safety course, it covers 5 modules; Personal Survival Techniques, Fire 
Fighting and Fire Prevention, Elementary First Aid, Personal Safety and Social 
Responsibility and Proficiency in Security Awareness. Your ENG1 is a medical exam to 
determine you are healthy enough to work aboard of ship. Both these certificates are 
required on all Super Yachts. A few other useful certificates to get prior to joining a yacht 
are; Food and Hygiene level 2 for interior and galley, Power boat Level 2 for interior and 
deck crew, AEC I and II for deck crew and engineering and ships cook certificate for galley.

2. Create your CV
Your CV is very important. It allows you to present yourself to the agencies and boats. It 
should be clearly laid out and well presented to reflect the industry. You should include a 
smart photo, all qualifications and references with contact details. We have created a 
template CV which candidates can edit, find it on our website under the ‘SuperYacht Crew 
News’ tab. 

3. Sign up to Crew Agencies
To give yourself a good chance to find a position I would register with several agencies. 
Visit ‘Yachting Pages’ to find a list of crew agencies. It also gives good tips on how to get a 
job. Facebook is also helpful as there are Captains and other crew that advertise directly 
onto Yachting groups and it seems to be very popular. It would be worth joining these 
groups such as ‘Antibes Yacht Crew’ and ‘Italy Yacht Crew’ etc.

4. Check in to a Crew House
DependingDepending on where you are for the season (Mediterranean or Caribbean) there are crew 
houses around for accommodation. Prior to leaving I would suggest booking your first few 
nights at least so when you get to your destination you can get your bearings and find your 
way around, again there are groups on Facebook that might be helpful and eventually you 
may find someone to share an apartment with. It all depends on how long it takes you to 
find a job.

5. Do Dockwalking and Dayworking
AA good way to build connections and get daywork is to dockwalk with your CV. During the 
pandemcic we suggest having your CV accesible on your phone to email or whatsapp to 
crew onboard as some people might not take physical documents. Make sure you dress 
smartly but in clothing you can work in as some boats might offer daywork then and there. 
Currently in order to step on board a yacht they require you to have self isolated or taken 
a covid test. Many crew get their first job onboard after doing some day work. Many yachts 
get on extra people for a day or so to help with various tasks such as washdowns and 
interiorinterior detailing and pay cash (120+ euros per day). If you do well, you may be offered a 
further daywork or even a job on board. In addition, you get to know people in the industry 
that can help. 

It is important to do some research before you leave but if you have all the 
above in place, a positive, confident and enthusiastic personality then I am 
sure you will be an asset to any boat!
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